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Welcome to our first newsletter of 2012.

We are off to a

flying start at the Foundation - a visit from Dr Lee & her

In this issue:

assistant Tracia, mass operations, new partnerships, new
sponsors, new staff members settling in (meet them inside),
a patient from beyond Java, fund-raising events, new

Community Outreach
Mass Operations
Patient Stories

volunteers & much more. We thank you for your continuing

Fundraising Activities

support of CCFI. We rely on you to help us keep working

Foundation Staff Profiles

towards our constant goal: helping more and more cleft
children & their families & raising awareness of cleft issues.
This is what we’ve done over the past year and a half:
New patients seen
Mass operations
Nutritional packages
Spoon feeders
Splints
Orthodontic nipple
Closed cases
Presentations

2011 Total
183
5
270
190
199
33
124
114

Jan-April 2012 YTD
61
2
54
39
43
10
34
4

Every flag represents a patient we have helped

A new book by our co-founder
Friends of Cleft Care

Community outreach
Puskesmas Jemursari Healthcare Professionals Course
March 10, 2012, was an exciting day. Cleft Care Foundation Indonesia
(CCFI) conducted the first external professional teaching cleft course
outside our organisation. This course was conducted at Puskesmas
Jemursari (Jemursari District Healthcare Clinic) to the healthcare
professionals working in the facility. The course was conducted by Dr.
Catherine Lee, Patron and Children’s Coordinator of CCFI. This course
was officially endorsed by the Department of Health of Surabaya City,
Indonesia.
The representation from the CCFI team included all the CCFI staff
(Operation and Community Healthcare officers) and CCFI Board
members (Ms Toni, Ms Ida and Ms Janti). The total audience who
attended the presentation was 20 people from Puskesmas Jemursari,
with one representative from Surabaya City Department of Health. The
healthcare professionals from Puskesmas included doctors, dentists,
midwives, nurses, public healthcare instructors, nutritionists and pharmacists.
The title of the lecture was “Introduction to Cleft Management for Healthcare Personnel”. It explained
what a cleft is, how it is caused, the risks of cleft, how it’s fixed, services offered by the Cleft Care
Foundation and how the Foundation’s healthcare network system works. The question-and-answer
session after the lecture was very active and lively. The participants were very enthusiastic to hear the
CCFI presentation and they were glad to have a better understanding on cleft issues. They were very
supportive of the collaboration between Puskesmas Jemursari & CCFI, and will provide basic
healthcare treatment to CCFI patients living in the area.
We hope with a strong working relationship with Puskesmas Jemursari, this collaborative effort will be
used as a model for other Puskesmas in Surabaya city.
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Puskesmas Jemursari
Puskesmas Jemursari invited Cleft Care Foundation Indonesia to
participate in a Social Awareness event at the Royal Plaza shopping
mall. This event was to celebrate National Health Day and 13
Puskesmas in Surabaya participated. They shared information about
nutrition, HIV, pregnancy, diet for diabetes/cholesterol, supplement
information for underweight children, etc.
This event went from 10am until 4pm. Many people visited the
information stand, coming to enquire & consult about health issues.
Many people also asked about Cleft Care and some other
Puskesmas are interested in developing a collaboration with CCFI.
They want to help cleft children and they’re looking forward to
welcoming CCFI to their Puskesmas.
Note: A “puskesmas” is a local government clinic.
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Mass Operations
We had 2 mass operations happening at the same time earlier this year. Fortunately we have sufficient
Community Healthcare Officers to cover the two, as they were located in opposite directions away from
Surabaya in East Java. We split our Patient Care team into 2, with senior officers mentoring junior officers in
both teams. Our Operations Officer, Clara, also chipped in to help the team with larger patient numbers.

Mass operation: Tuban, North West of Surabaya
Team: Clara: Operations Officer
Endang: Senior Community Healthcare Officer
Emma: Community Healthcare Officer
This mass operation exercise was conducted over 3 days in the city of Tuban, northwest of Surabaya city in
Hospital RSUD Tuban, in the Cleft Lip and Palate Center CLPC (Surabaya). Cleft Care Foundation Indonesia
(CCFI) was invited by the surgical team of CLPC (Surabaya) to provide information on before and after
surgery care for cleft patients undergoing surgery.
All 34 patients were from Hospital RSUD Pamekasan in Madura, an island north of East Java. We started our
involvement with a social awareness discussion with the patients and their families, followed by information
on pre and post cleft surgery care. CCFI officers gave out free feeding supplies (e.g., cleft spoon feeders) and
post-operative supplies (e.g. surgical splint sets, antibiotic cream), cleft education brochures and brochures
on before and after surgery knowledge and care. We also provided milk, tea and biscuits during their stay in
Hospital RSUD Tuban.
Out of the 34 patients screened, only 21 patients received cleft surgery. Some were sick and some required
other treatment. The youngest was 3 months old & the oldest was 50 years old.
We remained in Tuban until all patients were operated on and coping well after surgery. We continued
making monitoring calls weekly after, until they had fully recovered.
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Mass operation: Banyuwangi - eastern end of East Java
Team: Lisha, Atma: Community Healthcare Officers

This annual mass operation was conducted over 4 days in Banyuwangi, the most eastern end of East
Java,South-east of Surabaya. It was arranged by the Cleft Lip and Palate Center CLPC (Malang) together
with Hospital RSI FATIMAH (Banyuwangi). This mass operation was also made possible with collaborative
efforts between Hospital RSI Fatimah, the Village healthcare officials of Banyuwangi and IBI (Association of
Midwives, Banyuwangi) providing information on cleft patients who need operations in their area.
Cleft Care Foundation Indonesia (CCFI) was invited by the surgical team of CLPC (Malang) together with
Hospital RSI FATIMAH (Banyuwangi) to provide information on before and after surgery care for cleft patients
undergoing surgery.
Cleft Care Foundation Indonesia (CCFI) Community healthcare officers travelled long distances to reach
here. All the cleft patients were children aged between 6-month and 10 years old who had come with their
families and traveled long distances to reach the hospital. Many patients in the past tend to fall ill after long
distance travel and were refused surgery. This year, a total of 14 patients were screened and all were
declared fit to receive cleft repair surgery, their cleft conditions varying in severity. As in Tuban, CCFI
Community healthcare officers gave out free feeding supplies (e.g., cleft spoon feeders), post-operative
supplies (e.g. surgical splint sets, antibiotic cream), cleft education brochures and brochures on before and
after surgery knowledge and care.
The mass operation was conducted successfully and as always, CCFI Community healthcare officers
continued with weekly monitoring calls until the children had fully recovered.
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Patient Stories
Rahayu’s story
We first heard about this patient
from another cleft parent. When we
met Rahayu for the first time, she
was 8 months old, with a unilateral
cleft lip and palate but otherwise
healthy. Her parents were very
keen to get our assistance; they
had already tried to get help from
another foundation before they
knew about CCFI but there had
been no real action. The father
said that it was different with CCFI,
we followed up immediately after
they contacted us.
When we made the first home visit,
we gave them information about
preparing Rahayu for surgery,
information on how to take care of
her after surgery and also gave
them the supplies they needed.
While receiving our support,
Rahayu did not have any serious
illness so, just two & a half months
later, her lip and palate were
repaired by one of our partners and
the result is good. The parents are
very happy with our help and the
father has already referred 2 more
cleft children to CCFI. He says he
will continue to do this, whenever
he sees a cleft child.
by CCFI Community Healthcare
Officers

A message from Rahayu’s family:
May peace be upon you.
We really are grateful to God, because on Wednesday, 6th October
2011, between 9pm and 12pm, our daughter Rahayu Fadilah
underwent a successful cleft operation.
We would like to say thank you so much to Endang and Lisha, along
with all the staff, doctors and nurses who have helped our family.
May God always bless everyone in CCFI, along with the donors who
have lightened our family’s burden.
For Mdm Endang and Lisha:
Thank you. Your presence brings us peace.
When we feel lifeless,
You are there
When we feel upset,
You are there
When fate befalls on us,
You are there.
Truly, we felt as though we were dying before.
Our life held no meaning.
We always searched for answers we couldn’t find.
With your presence, you have answered our questions,
You have lifted our hearts, and have returned to us our smiles.
But…How can we return the favour?
That is one question we cannot answer.
Once again, thank you for everything, and hopefully the bonds
that we have formed will remain strong in time. We really hope
that we can still keep in touch and feel the warmth of this bond.
THANK YOU ENDANG AND LISHA. You have brought smiles
and spirit to our family once again. THANK YOU Cleft Care
Foundation INDONESIA. Because of you, our family’s hearts are
now one and you have lightened our burdens.
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Mario’s(story
Mario was a 3 year old boy with a cleft lip and palate, the youngest of six children, from an island in southwest
Maluku (formally known as The Moluccas or The Spice Islands). CCFI was contacted by a mining company
interested in collaborating with the Foundation for their CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) project. This
case was a first for us, helping a child a long way from East Java. The amazing thing too is that the contact
was made by a young woman who remembered a Cleft Care presentation she had seen in Surabaya two
years ago. Our public awareness program truly in action!
Unfortunately when Mario first arrived in Surabaya with his parents on February 17, (the journey a challenge
in itself!) he was anemic and had bronchitis so needed to be hospitalized. With CCFI support and consultation
with pediatricians, although Mario’s lung problem proved to be a challenge, the surgeon finally gave the ‘all
clear’ for surgery, an exciting moment for us.
Mario’s surgery was on 29 February 2012 and he stayed in hospital until his stitches were removed one week
later. The result of his lip repair was very good, despite some bleeding issues, but he & his parents stayed in
Surabaya so CCFI could monitor his recovery.
During this monitoring period after he was discharged from hospital, Mario made good progress, and the
CCFI staff got to know him well (no more tears!). At his final post surgery check up, the surgeon announced
that he could return to Maluku. This day finally arrived, Mario & his parents returning to Maluku on March 19.
The palate still has a small hole (diameter less than 1 cm) but the surgeon explained that this may close or
reduce over time. The hole can be re-evaluated when he is 8 yrs old.
This case is proof that CCFI can expand its wings to help cleft children beyond East Java. With good
collaboration we were able to provide pre surgery care, free surgery by one of our partners and post surgery
care.
Now, Mario has a wonderful gift for his 4 th birthday and he will be smiling nicely at Christmas. This was his
family’s dream before their amazing journey to Surabaya.
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Fundraising events
Cleft Care Calendars
The 2012 Cleft Care Foundation
calendar, focusing on wonderful
children’s smiles, has been a great
success.
Of the 300 copies
printed, some were given as gifts
to our staff, partners & other
supporters but the majority were
sold. Cleft Care calendars are now
hanging on the walls of family &
friends in many countries and we
now know that next year we can
be much more ambitious & print
many more, raising more money to
help more children. We anticipate
printing even more calendars for
2013.

A French School Involved for Cleft Care
Lycée Paul Duez, Cambrai, France
As this was my high school and my
mother teaches there, it was easy to
create a bridge to CCIndonesia. Right
from the beginning, 2 teachers and 70
students (18 years old) were involved in
the project. They really wanted to do
something to help Indonesian children
with a cleft. They decided to work to raise money for the

Foundation. They did an amazing job. During one day, 9thof
December 2011, they sold drinks and food, blue ribbons and Cleft
Care

calendars.

They

made

tattoos

and wrote poems…they managed to mobilize the whole school
for

CC.

Their

work

was

productive:

they

raised

around

Rp11.500.000, which is wonderful! In January 2012,I went
to

the

school

to

explain

to

them

how

Cleft

Care

Foundation Indonesia operates and to thank them for the great
job they have done. …Wherever you are and whatever you
do…there is always a way to help Cleft Care!
Leila Helle

EWAS Charity Bazaar
November 2011
The Expat Women’s Association of Surabaya (EWAS) spent many
weeks organising a giant charity bazaar held on Saturday November 5,
an event they hope will become an annual one. There were many &
varied items on sale & many bargains to be had. The Pakuwon Family
Club & Sheraton Hotels donated the huge ballroom which proved to be
the perfect venue - air-conditioned & out of the sun! Cleft Care
volunteers gave their time before & on the day to both EWAS activities
& our own table which we were grateful to have free of charge. The
total profit was shared between a number of charities, CCFI receiving
10% (Rp 8,445,50). It was a great opportunity to talk with people about
the Foundation & we received some generous donations.
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Fundraising events
SIS Walk-a-thon

We are very grateful to Surabaya International School
(SIS) which once again has chosen us as one of the
major recipients for one of its major fund-raising events
of the year, part of Years 9-12 ‘Season of Service’
which this year they called ‘Aid in April’. The walk-athon, held on April 9, involved the whole school & it was
great to see such enthusiasm in action. The money is
still coming in but if all pledges are met CCFI stands to
receive more than 50 million rupiah. Such a great
effort! The Foundation is most grateful.

Ciputra University project
Starting in October 2011 and for a period of seven weeks, the Cleft Care Foundation worked in
association with Ciputra University (Universitas Ciputra) in order to develop an entrepreneurial
project, mixing both social and business approaches. Most students worked with businesses but a
small number chose Cleft Care as their project. The students were expected to demonstrate and
develop their selling, communicating and creating skills in order to raise funds for the Foundation.
With some regular monitoring and meetings with CC volunteers, the result was very encouraging: Rp
9.988.000 was raised by only six students and they all expressed their satisfaction to actually be a
part of improving cleft children’s lives. One student, Olivia Philia, raised 4,020,000 of this amount
and was rewarded by winning the award for ‘Best Donation Ambassador’ at the presentation
ceremony at the culmination of this project. Ciputra University expressed to the Cleft Care
Foundation the desire to repeat this project at the end of the 2012. Hopefully more students will join
our cause!
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Our supporters in the Netherlands
The Sturm family & our other friends from The
Netherlands, as always such a great support!

Annual Charity Quiz Night!
Tulip Indonesia & CCFI came together once again to organise the much anticipated & always fun Charity Quiz
Night on Saturday April 21. Sponsored once again by Pakuwon Golf & Family Club, Bintang Beer, & a new
sponsor, Class5 Climbing Wall, it is always great to see a large group of the local expat community having fun
and also raising money for two such worthy causes. Thanks to all our volunteers & our friends who came along
& put their hands in their pockets – with half of the proceeds raised going to CCFI, we managed to raise
Rp 10,610,000! We will publish more details – and photos! – in our next edition.

Also coming soon!
We are busy working on a range of items for sale by CCF. We are also preparing for a Spell-a-thon, Photo
competition, Ewas Coffee Morning, Climb-a-thon, 2nd Annual Ewas Charity Bazaar – and much more!

Cleft Care Friends
We are happy to share a new development supporting the Donations department of The Foundation - a group
of volunteers based in Surabaya, ‘Cleft Care Friends’. Ten volunteers are giving their time & energy organising
events and collaborating with other community groups to raise money for cleft children, consisting of women
from Australia, Columbia, France, Indonesia, Italy & South Africa. First coming together in September 2011, the
group has collaborated on money raising & awareness projects with Ciputra University Surabaya, Surabaya
International School, the EWAS Bazaar, and a successful fund-raising fair at the Lycee Francais Jean Jaures
in France. Our 2012 calendar was a great success & many more projects are in the pipeline for the rest of this
year. We look forward to sharing these with you in future newsletters.
The current project, ‘Move for Cleft Care’ has taken some organisation: each Friday different activities are
offered by different teachers, each donating their services for Cleft Care. Participants have been able to try out
belly dancing, Pilates, self defense, salsa dancing and African dance. We thank these generous women.
We are also very grateful to the Graha Family Golf Club that has given us free use of their sport room, and to
Class5 Climbing Wall for letting us use their cafeteria for our meetings. Thank you!
We are hoping this group of new volunteers will grow quickly as we spread the word of the Foundation & more
people recognise the value of its activities!
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Cleft Care Foundation Staff Profiles

Hi, I’m Clara. I’m a mother with three beautiful daughters. Actually my background
is in Tourism Management but I have been interested in social welfare
organizations since junior high school when I was a member of the Junior Red
Cross. I have worked at CCFI since 2007 as the Operations Officer. My job is to
help the Board with a variety of work. I do the administration & finance, make
presentations, support the healthcare staff, collect data for the newsletter and
approach new partners, for example health institutions or new donors.
I give presentations to companies, schools, in kampongs and Puskesmas
(Community Health Centres). I develop relationships with health institutions like
hospitals, doctors & The Department of Health. I love helping people & getting
involved with patients, especially at mass operations. It is there that I can have direct contact with the
patients & their families. This makes me feel really useful. I’m very happy and enjoy my work with CCFI. I
hope someday CCFI will have its own office with a Homestay for cleft patients from out of town.

My
name
is
Emma
Andriyanti
Triwulandari but just call me Emma. I am
from Surabaya and a graduate in
Nutrition. My last job was a nutrition
counselor with the Surabaya Health
Department, working with families with
toddlers. I gave advice on nutrition and
healthy cooking, helping them to avoid malnutrition.
I have worked with CCIF already 6 months and so far
I’m enjoying my job. It is a new experience for me,
because I knew nothing about clefts eg what is a cleft?
what are the causes? how to prevent a cleft? It’s all
really new and I’m learning a lot from Mrs Endang and
Mrs Lisha. They have taught me calmly from the
beginning, step by step, and now I understand so much
more.
My first experiences of home visits were firstly in PareKediri, where the patient was a twin with a cleft lip and
palate (but his twin brother was normal) and then to
Tumpuk Belik Trenggalek to see a patient with a cleft
lip. This was more exciting because this area is up in
the mountains, with canyons to the left and right.
Another new experience!
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My name is Idyatma Fitra P
and I’m 22 years old. I come
from Jember.
I graduated from Adi Husada
College
of
Nursing
in
Surabaya in 2011 and started
working for the Cleft Care
Foundation six months ago, my
first job.
This work is very exciting for me
even though I still have a lot to
learn. So far I am really enjoying
working with the Cleft Care
Foundation.

A new book by our joint founder

Janti, a cleft mother, joint founder of Cleft Care & now on the Board of Patrons of the
Foundation, has recently graduated with a Master’s Degree. (Congratulations Janti!).
She was recently interviewed by the Jawa Post about a book she has written, inspired by
her thesis.
Janti hopes that the book, Pesan Sosial Untuk Orang Tua Anak (A Message for Parents
of Cleft Children), will not only help people in general to understand more about this
particular birth defect, but also will help parents of cleft children to make informed
decisions about how to treat their children.
This interview was a great social awareness exercise as Janti was able to talk about many cleft issues which
would reach the general public through one of Java’s most popular newspapers, including the importance of
early surgery, the importance of giving health professionals accurate information so patients can get help, and
the fact that a cleft is a fixable problem.
In her book, illustrated with diagrams & photos of parents with their cleft children, Janti lists the five stages in
treating a cleft: pre-screening, screening, surgery, post-surgery and then monitoring the patient into the future,
using the metaphor of a train reaching each station, ultimately to reach the destination of a future free from
visible deformities.
Apart from helping parents of cleft children, Janti also hopes this book will be an easy way to increase social
awareness about cleft issues for people not only in the front line eg social workers, midwives and medical
teams in health institutions, but also the general public.
Information like this is well overdue in Indonesia & should prove to be an invaluable tool.
We wish Janti well with this innovative venture.
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…because
everychild
child
deserves
a smile
…because every
deserves
a smile
Contact Us
Tenggilis Tengah I / 48 (blok Q-10)
info@cleftcareindonesia.org
International Hotline: +62 812 30 50 22 17
Indonesia Hotline: +62 812 30 50 22 16

Make a Donation
YAYASAN CLEFT CARE INDONESIA
FOUNDATION
PT CIMB NIAGA TBK, JL Raya Diponegro N: 133
Surabaya
Account Number (IDR) :
2180100296006 Swift BNIAIDJA
Account Number (EUR) :
2181600002000 Swift BNIAIDJA
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